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ABSTRACT

This paper seeks to explain the Silent Drum Controller,
designed and created for real-time computer music perfor-
mance through the experiences of the authors as computer
musician and percussionist. Video technology is used to
extract parameters from shapes in an elastic drumhead that
are tracked and mapped in the Pd/GEM environment. This
system outputs raw data for further feature extraction, pro-
cessing, and mapping in audiovisual work

1. INTRODUCTION

Our collaboration began with a desire to create a versa-
tile control environment for a percussionist. The visual
dimension of a percussionist’s performance is rich with
detail and subtlety. Through designing a controller that
would utilize and build off of a percussionists pre-existing
gestural vocabulary [12] we could extend the possibili-
ties for gestural control of sound. New control paradigms
would then allow us to elaborate upon the unexplored ter-
rains within computer music and percussion performance.

The Silent Drum Controller is a transparent drum shell
with an elastic head. As one presses it, the head deforms
and a variety of shapes with peaks are created reflecting
the shape of the mallet or hand. These shapes are cap-
tured by a video camera that sends these images to the
computer, which analyzes them and outputs the tracked
parameters. A diagram and picture of the drum can be
seen in Figures 1 and 2.

In this paper we will outline the process for the de-
velopment of the prototype. Section 2 discusses the most
relevant prior work and briefly compares it to the Silent
Drum Controller. Section 3 presents the aesthetic motiva-
tions that lead us to its design. Section 4 explores percep-
tual phenomena associated with latency as it is relevant to
real-time video analysis and gesture. Section 5 explains
the prototype and possible future developments.

2. PRIOR WORK

Miranda and Wanderley [11] classify controllers accord-
ing to the degree of resemblance to acoustic instruments.
They define instrument-inspired gestural controllers as “ges-
tural controllers [that are] inspired by existing instruments

or that intend to overcome some intrinsic limitation of the
original models. [They] do not attempt to reproduce them
exactly.” Apart from bowing and several artifices, the in-
trinsic limitation of drums and most drum controllers is
their inability to create continuous sonic events.

There are many approaches to drum controllers, such
as Machover’s drum-boy [5][6] and several commercial
drum pads. These controllers focus almost exclusively
on acquiring onsets and intensity of strike, except for the
Roland V-Drum series that track radial position in the drum
and the Korg Wave Drum, which allowed pressure sens-
ing.

It is also worth mentioning Buchla’s controllers Marim-
ba Lumina, that allowed mallet identification and position
of strike in the bar, and the Thunder controller, that pro-
vided position and pressure sensing[1]. Max Mathews Ra-
dio Baton [9][10] and Mathews/Boie/Schloss Radio Drum
are sophisticated control environments that utilize a ges-
tural language similar to that of percussion. One uses two
radio batons tracked through capacitive sensing to strike a
pad. This controller provides data for the (x, y, z) coordi-
nates of the mallets in space and the (x, y) positions in the
pad. Therefore, the basic features of traditional percussive
gestures can be measured within this control environment.
Another controller that uses a malleable surface was cre-
ated by [14]. It also allows to track one hand and fingers.
A thorough review of percussion controllers can be found
in [1].

Our instrument-inspired controller provides (x, z) co-
ordinates when the head is struck or pressed. The elas-
tic head allows us to create shapes through its deforma-
tion. Complex shape acquisition and the possibility of
extracting several discrete events are some of its advan-
tages. This is in stark contrast to an acoustic drum and
most controllers. Within this control environment one can
manipulate continuous sounds through a new gestural vo-
cabulary.

3. AESTHETIC MOTIVATIONS

The design of the Silent Drum Controller was motivated
by various aesthetic considerations. It was designed pri-
marily with the possibility of dissociating gesture with
sound. Furthermore, we wanted to advance the pre-existing
state of drum controllers into a richer control environment.



Figure 1. This is the prototype of the Silent Drum.

This environment allows independent control of up to 22
variables and it’s derivations. Feature extraction can ob-
tain multiple discrete events even while holding a contin-
uous gesture.

Traditional acoustic instruments generally have a direct
correspondence between gesture and sound that we can
anticipate. The Silent Drum controller destabilizes this
vision of instrumental performance. The malleability of
the head allows not only for percussion gestures, but for
hand and finger tracking. In this way, the controller acts
as the limits, but also as an extension of the human body.

In contrast to most hard material pads, an audible sound
is not emitted from the Silent Drum Controller when struck.
This enables us to capture gestures and either utilize them
immediately sonically or store them for future sound trans-
formations. In real-time computer music, sound transfor-
mation is frequently automated through cue lists triggered
by score followers. It can be difficult to build expectations
within this listening environment. Our approach uses dis-
crete events from the drum to drive the score and produce
changes in mappings. The Silent Drum Controller can vi-
sually inform the listener of how the gesture is influencing
the sonic outcome.

Lastly, most drum controllers are extremely limited.
With few exceptions, commercial drum controllers only
detect onsets and measure intensity of strike or ‘veloc-
ity’. This reduces the space for subtle, virtuosic control
and no possibility of controlling continuous sound trans-
formations. Mathews’ controllers have a wide palette of
variables to control. However, one can’t perform his con-
trollers with percussion mallets. This leaves little space

Figure 2. The basic elements of the Silent Drum.

for integration within more traditional percussion set-ups.

4. PERCEPTUAL CONSIDERATIONS

Mapping and synchronicity are implied features of acous-
tic instruments. Sensing and processing an environment
is inherently latent and asynchronous. The use of video
based controllers in live computer music requires the con-
sideration of cross modal perception of synchronicity. The
perception of synchronicity between a gesture and it’s sound
requires events to happen within certain perceptual bound-
aries across modes of perception. Haptic, auditory, and
visual channels are usually engaged during a performers
interaction with a controller. The audience perceives the
performance through the auditory and visual channels. Two
types of perceptual phenomena, discrete and continuous
events, characterize both of these interactions.

The audience receives visual and sonic stimuli from the
performance. Visual stimuli are received almost immedi-
ately. In most performance settings sound arrives with a
delay of approximately 3 milliseconds/meter. The use of
a computer increases this delay. According to [4] the tol-
erable delay for sonic and visual discrete events to be per-
ceived as synchronous by an observer is 45 milliseconds.

The performer receives haptic and sonic feedback from
the controller. [4] reported a tolerable delay of 42ms be-
tween haptic and sonic feedback for discrete events. In the
case of continuous events without tactile feedback, [7] cal-
culated the tolerable delay between a gesture and a sound
at 30ms for a sinusoid and as high as 60ms for a sinu-
soid with vibrato. We agree with [8] that latency toleration
varies with the mapping used and other variables.

[2] calculated that “in piano performance the delay be-
tween pressing the key and the onset of the note is about



Figure 3. The deformed drumhead being pressed with a
hand. The shape is captured by the camera. A lighting
system provides enough contrast for fast tracking.

100 ms for quiet notes and 30 ms for forte notes.” Au-
dience and performers develop anticipatory mechanisms
to compensate for latency. “By this we mean that the ar-
rival of sensory input through one sensory channel causes
a neural module to prepare for (that is, to predict) the ar-
rival of related information through a different sensory
channel” [4]. As we will explain later, a low and con-
sistent latency can be achieved, which could provide the
performer with the adequate conditions to develop an an-
ticipation strategy.

5. PROTOTYPE

We wanted our prototype to look like a drum to which
we could attach an elastic drumhead and a camera. This
wasnt strictly a visual requirement. Drums have a devel-
oped infrastructure that we could take advantage of, such
as the availability of stands, drumhead rings and shells,
so we wouldn’t need to fabricate new equipment. It also
provides flexibility within percussion setups.

In order to adapt to the needs of video tracking, we
needed a stable, transparent shell and a white reflective
background that could allow for controlled lighting. We
required the material for the head to be elastic, to have
a contrasting dark color, and to resist deformation and
breaking. We are currently using spandex. Figure 3 shows
an image of the drum being used.

We are using a video camera with a region of interest
(ROI) of 620x260 pixels. This ROI gives a spatial resolu-
tion of twice MIDI for the vertical axis and almost 5 times
MIDI for the horizontal axis. To obtain an adequate tem-
poral resolution, a 200fps uncompressed firewire camera
is used. This gives a latency variation or jitter of 5 ms.
This capture frequency is still limited in capturing percus-
sive gestures such as flams as stated by [16].

Currently, the video and audio processes are done in
one computer. Pd’s audio latency could take as low as 10
ms. This gives us a total system latency of 12.5 ± 2.5
milliseconds, well within the perceptual latency tolerance

Figure 4. Figure 4. The output image of pix drum

for synchrony found by [4] and [8].
The video tracking algorithm was implemented in the

Pd/GEM environment [3][13] and has been called pix drum.
Figure 4 shows the output image of pix drum.

The algorithm works roughly in the following way:

• Step 1 Threshold the image so that the drumhead
becomes black and the background white. This is a
robust mechanism given the controlled lighting.

• Step 2 Record a histogram of the vertical values; z
coordinate indexed by the x coordinate (number of
black pixels per column).

• Step 3 Determine the location of the primary peak,
in terms of the x coordinate (the index of the highest
value in the histogram) and the z value (the highest
value itself).

• Step 4 Determine the total black area (the total
number of black pixels) and the black area on each
side of the primary peak. This is a good measure of
the intensity of secondary peaks when compared to
what the area would be with only the primary peak.

• Step 5 Determine the position (x, z) of the sec-
ondary peaks. Starting from each side of the his-
togram towards the primary peak, we test for con-
tiguous decreases in the histogram as a convexity
test. (If there were no secondary peaks, the his-
togram should show a continuous increase until it
reaches the primary peak).

The basic output of pix drum is 4 raw streams of data.
This includes the (x, z) positions of the primary peaks
and the area covered on each side of the central peaks.
Up to 18 secondary peaks are outputted in order of ap-
pearance. Filtering, interpolation and feature extraction
can be made in a patch outside the object or in a separate
computer altogether. This is beneficial, because it reduces
the amount of data to be transmitted in addition to giv-
ing the end user the option to extract their own features
[17]. We’ve developed separate patches to filter, interpo-
late the data, and extract discrete features such as onset,



offset, velocity, and inflection points. Output images are
optional so that cpu time can be saved, however we find
that they are helpful for debugging and as optional visual
feedback. The code and patches for pix drum, as well as
videos with specific sound mappings, can be accessed at
http://crca.ucsd.edu/silent. Current feature extraction pro-
vides discrete events other than onsets such as direction
changes. Discrete events can be obtained while control-
ling continuous events.

In the future, we will include a second camera on the
controller to obtain depth (y axis, not depth of strike) using
stereo correlation. A complimentary and ongoing project
provides the position of mallets in space through tracking
the colors of the mallet heads. This could also provide
significant information to anticipate an onset in the drum
[12] and reduce latency in it’s detection.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The continuous improvement and cost in hardware has
made it possible to use video as a sensor for live com-
puter music controllers. This provides us with flexible
tracking strategies and this trend can only improve in the
future. The live computer music community could benefit
from determining latency toleration boundaries in variable
contexts and mappings, as well as from determining the
effects of latency variation on the development of antici-
patory mechanisms. The Silent Drum Controller opens up
new possibilities for gestural control of sound, through the
acquisition of traditional and non-traditional percussive
gestures. It also provides an alternative to drum pads and
the possibility of using percussion mallets and hands. This
controller opens doors to new aesthetical explorations for
percussion and live electronics.
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